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		Contrary to the notion that leaders contribute to positive behaviour within organisations, this book reflects growing interest in the ‘dark side’ of leadership: the unethical and immoral personalities that can reside in positions of power. Drawing on empirical and theoretical analysis, the author examines immorality within leadership and the underlying causes behind this behaviour. Focusing on the impact of institutional pressures, this book analyses how such behaviour is influenced by internal and external factors. By employing a theoretical framework, the author seeks to demonstrate that institutions either compel leaders to be ethical and moral, or in contrast, they actually provide legitimacy for immoral actions. An insightful and thought-provoking read, The Dark Side of Leadership will be of interest to those studying leadership, HRM, and business ethics, as well as social psychology scholars.
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CompTIA A+ Complete Review Guide: Exam 220-701 / Exam 220-702Sybex, 2009

	Organized by exam objectives, this is a focused, concise review guide that works hand-in-hand with any learning tool, including the CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide, 2nd Edition.


	The CompTIA A+ certification is the industry standard in terms of measuring a technician's hardware and software knowledge. As the most popular...
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Fast Track Visual Basic .NETWrox Press, 2002
Aimed at the Visual Basic 6 programmer turning to .NET for the first time, Fast Track Visual Basic .NET provides a worthy, fast-paced introduction to the features and APIs working developers need to get started with VB .NET. The salient feature of this book is its compact size and  fast-moving yet approachable tutorial to the new version...
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Democracy for Sale: Elections, Clientelism, and the State in IndonesiaCornell University Library, 2019

	
		Democracy for Sale is an on-the-ground account of Indonesian democracy, analyzing its election campaigns and behind-the-scenes machinations. Edward Aspinall and Ward Berenschot assess the informal networks and political strategies that shape access to power and privilege in the messy political environment of contemporary...
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Microsoft Office Access 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
Provides an overview of the features and functions of the program, discussing such topics as building queries, importing and exporting data, creating reports, securing a database, and distributing an Access application.

If you’re developing a database application with the tools in Microsoft Access, this book gives
you a...
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The Battle for Barrels: Peak Oil Myths & World Oil FuturesProfile Books Ltd, 2009

	
		The Battle for Barrels demonstrates that the doom and gloom of the peak oil theory is mistaken. Duncan Clarke rebuts the arguments of peak oil’s adherents and discusses the issues they ignore—rising prices, new or future technologies, potential improved exploration, access to restricted world oil zones, changes in...
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SQL Success - Database Programming ProficiencyRough Guides, 2013

	SQL Success is about problem-solving in SQL. It bridges the gap between dry and dull database theory books, and developer books that focus on giving recipes without explaining sufficiently the reasons behind the recipes or discussing alternative solutions.

	Many developers struggle with SQL due to the contrast between...
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